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a forum

for the

discussion
of perceptual,
psychophysical,
and cognitive
issues
by radiologists
and
basic
scientists.
It developed
as an outgrowth
of the Far West Image
Perception
Conference,
which
has
met
biennially
since
1983.
The goals of perception
research
have
been outlined
at a number
of conferences
and workshops
(1). Broadly,
they include

(a) mathematical

modeling

of the detec-

tion
of discrete
abnormalities
in noiselimited
images,
(b) understanding
how
observers
find discrete
abnormalities
in images when
their
locations
are unknown,
(c) understanding
how knowledge
and experience
affect
the recognition
and detection of abnormalities,
(d) developing
perceptually
based
standards
for
image
quality,
(e) developing
computer-aided
perception
tools,
and (i’) developing
quan-
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Task

One
of the
important
properties
of
most
medical
images
is that noise
is visible
at the
luminance
levels
used
for
viewing.
As a consequence,
noise
limits
the perception
of contrast
and detail.
A
great
deal of research
has been
done
on
mathematical
models
that
relate
signal
detection
to physical
descriptions
of image signal
and noise
(2). Robust
models
have been developed
for the detection
of
simple
objects
embedded
in backgrounds
of statistically
defined
noise
(3). Most of
the objects
are small relative
to the size of
the background,
and they are selected
to
have
features
in common
with
real lesions such as breast
masses
and microcalcifications
or lung nodules
and interstitial
fibrosis.
When
the background
consists
of
a natural
medical
image
such as a chest
radiograph
(4) or a computed
tomographic
image
of the liver (5), the models
are not
as good
at predicting
performance.
Current
research
is extending
the
models
to include
realistic
lesions
and
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Philip

anatomical
backgrounds
(6).
This
requires
exact
knowledge
of the physical
properties
of abnormalities
and
backgrounds.
The development
of this knowledge
is being
approached
by using
real
images
and synthesizing
both abnormali-
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Search

Studies
of target detection
in the laboratory
generally
begin
by informing
the
observer
about
the location
of the target
under
study.
In the real world,
the target
is a real lesion
with
a location
that
is
known
only approximately.
For example,
when
the target
is a lung
nodule,
the
observer
to hide

knows
where
nodules
are likely
in the lungs;
or, when
the target
is

Research
a fracture,
the observer
may be told that
there
was trauma
to the hand
or to the
ribs. Many
lesions
can be seen by peripheral vision
and verified
by foveal
vision,
but
peripherally
inconspicuous
targets
must be found
by scanning
the fovea over
the image.
The resultant
search
pattern,
as
shown
by eye-position
recording,
is influenced
by both
clinical
history
(7,8) and
experience
(9, 10). The phenomenon
known
as satisfaction
of search
(11,12),
in which
the detection
of inconspicuous
abnormalities is degraded
in the presence
of unrelated
abnormalities,
has been well demonstrated
but is not fully understood.
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the

Nature

The few objective
studies
of image
reading that have been done
show
that imaging specialists
perform
better
than
imaging generalists,
who perform
better
than
general
physicians.
The factors
that lead
to such expertise
are not well understood.
If they
were,
we would
be able to do a
better
job of making
ordinary
people
into
experts.
The nature
of expertise
can be
broadly
divided
into knowledge
and experience
(9, 13).
Perception
research
that

focuses
on the observer
can expand
our
understanding
of how knowledge
gained
from training
and supplemented
by experience
influences
diagnostic
performance.
Research
can also clarify situations
in which
errors (missed
diagnoses)
occur and identify
when
they are a consequence
of fundamentally ambiguous
information
rather
than
problems
of perception,
attention,
or delsion making.

Developing
Standards

Perceptually
Based
for Image
Quality

Medical
imaging
is moving
toward
the
widespread
use of digital
image
acquisition and associated
computer-driven
softcopy
displays.
The
same
versatility
that
makes
displaying
images
on soft copy desir-
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able also makes it possible for different
observers
to see the image data from different
perspectives.
There
is a need to determine
the opthnal
presentation
parameters
(eg,
size, luminance
lewis, and spatial and contrast resolution)and
to develop
display
standards so that all observers
have the opportunity to see the same image presentation
(14). Image quality is a subjective
judgment

made by technologists
and radiologists
on the basis of a community
consensus.
It
would
be very useful to have objective
critena for image qualitybased
on the diagnostic
performance

of observers.

Developing

Aids

Digital imaging
also opens up the possibility
of modifying
the image
in ways
that improve the perception
of abnormalities and of using computer
aids to idenpotentially

abnormal

regions

either

by image
analysis
by using computerassisted diagnosis
(CAD) (15) or by monitoting

observer

behavior

by

using

Studies

Describing
the stimulus.-Perceptual
studies
often
start
by using
phantoms
containing
physical
objects
that have features
similar
to natural
abnormalities
as

test objects. Psychophysical
perception
of prototypical
backgrounds
of Gaussian
gressed
to the use of
“lumpy”

backgrounds

toward
descriptions
embedded
in natural
Anthropomorphic
the body may

studies of the
signals against
noise have promore
complex
and

of

are

moving

realistic

image
phantoms

that have known
locations.
It will
aid in understanding
the mathematical properties
of real backgrounds.

scientists
problems
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the

neering

and
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perceptual

the

measurement.

The

and

2.
the
3.

in many
clinical
situations
where
objective evaluation
is needed.
They are laborintensive
and
their
decision
method,

4.

images
are read and decisions
are made
in
the
clinical
environment.
Additionally,
neither
method
can adequately
handle
case
samples
where
there
are multiple
abnormalities
or where
independent
proof
ofthe
diagnosis
cannot
be obtained.
Alternative
methods
to quantitatively
evalu-

5.

ate diagnostic

7.

performance

are needed.

signals

backgrounds.
that mimic

will benefit
clinical
methods
for reduc-

ing observer
error,
standards
for image

providing
objective
quality, and provid-

Perceptually
ful

because

derived
they

models
be

used

are power-

performance
and because human
can be compared
to an ideal
observer
who has complete
knowledge
about
the
image.
The
relationship
between
the performance
of the human and
the ideal observer is an indication
of how
there
is for
In addition,

improvement
predictions

the effect
parameters

without

having

to resort

ing synthetic
erties similar

Visual scientists
working
in radiology
have made considerable
progress in mod-

provide
investigators
with
of images with marginally
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synthesized
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ing a scientific
basis
for image-technology evaluation.
At least
half
of the
errors
made
in
clinical
practice
are perceptual
(17,18).
The entire
research
effort
in CAD
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attempt
to catch these errors by dual reading. It would
be more
satisfying
to understand the perceptual
process
well enough to
catch them right from the start.
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